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I. INTRODUCTION
v
Many studies have been made and numerous papers and reports
written on the techniques of load relief. One cant therefore, justifiably
, raise the question: "Why add one mor(; to the mass?" A survey of the many
volumes shows that only one aspect of the problem has been treated at a time.
Also, most of the published works deal only with eerodynamicaily unstable
space vehicles or with aircraft gust loading. With the advent of the Space
Shuttle vehicle concept, all of these characteristics are included (Figs. i
and 2), and, therefore, a compilatior,_ of a treatment of the total probiem is
needed. The dynamics and control engineer must be concerned with loads
resulting from attitude path control, a8 well as elastic body loading. This
compounding of the problem makes it _tecessary to consider both the reduction
of loads resulting from path control and from elastic mode suppression, the
first designated "load relief" and the latter "modal suppression." Additionally,
the vehicle can be highly aerodynamically unstable with large aerodynamic
lift forces, or highly aerodyl_amically stable with even higher lift forces.
The aerospace engineer is not accustomed to dealing with the large terminal
path errors associated with large lift.
In order to properly assess load relief characteristics of a launch {
vehicle' s control system, the enginee': is concerned then with four major
areas: (1) dynamic models for structure, liquid propellant, aerodynamic
forces, control system, environment (atmospheric disturbances), and the
•, overall combined system; (2) a_slysis techniques for frequency response,
time response, and stability analysis, along with appropriate techniques for
statistical description or interpretation of results; (3) criteria for evalua-
tion of results, such as handling qualities, flutter boundaries, response goals,
performance, constraints on control system, stability goals,, design goals
' (probability of launch in worst wind month, et_. )_ and (4) control logic for
alleviation or suppression of excessive loads, This paper covers loading
.. factors, load reducing factors, trade .%ctors, some typical results, and
the further technology development that is needed.
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Figure 1. Space Shuttle vehicle.
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Figure 2. Space _huttte flight path.
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II. LOADINGFACTORS(WHATCAUSESVEHICLELOADS)
As a vehicle seeks a prescribed path an space, extc_al disturbances
[atmospheric forces, path control forces, propulsion Iorces, mass asymmet-
ries, and component misalignments ( thrust, center of gravity, etc.)] produce
structural loads. The calculation of these complete loading histories for
unsymmetrical, lifting surface vehicles is a formidable task, and must be
accurately performed. Many of these load-producing factors cannot be
• easily reduced through control system logic, For simplicity and better
insight, we will concern ourselves with only the normal loading factors
, (pitch or yaw plane), since these are the main effects the control system can
alter.
Also, only a planar case will be used for simplicity, although exten-
sion to a 3-D case is obvious. Any attempt to reduce vehicle loading to
parts is superficial, and any attempt to really understand vehicle loading
must include the elastic 3-D vehicle and a 6-D trajectory using both aero-
dynamic surfaces and gimbal engines for control. However, much insight
can be gained through the planar approach.
A. AerodynamicLoadFactors
1. Basic Influence. As a space vehicle flies through the atmosphere,
any deviation of the outer geometric surface from a zero angle of attack
" (relative airflow) creates aerodynamic forces which cause structural
loading. Because of the different incidence angles relative to the body center- _ ,
line, various components, such as wings, fins, etc., do not_ecessarily have i
simultaneously the same angle of attack. Therefore, the vehicle experiences
an almost continuous loading even in a trim condition.
Figure 3 shows a typical aerodynamic load distribution for a space
vehicle at some angle of attack, or. The structural loading _esulting from
these aerodynamic forces can best be expressed as a bending moment, which
is easily calculated as the sum of the products of the individual forces and
' their distance to the vehicle station of interest. Calculations of the bending
moment envelope because of aerodynamic loading as a func¢ion of vehicle
stations results in the characteristics per unit angle of attack shown in
Figure 4.
4
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Figure 3. Aerodynamic /orce loading.
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Figure 4. Bending moment due to aerodynamics.
This simple approach does not hold for maay Space Shuttle concepts,
such as a piggyback orbiter/booster mounting wi:tch assumes that tile separation
mechanism carries both the lateral and longitudinal loads. This complica-
tion is recognized, lint for simplicity, is r.o_ included in our analysis. How-
ever, the omission should not detract from tim basic conclusions. In order
to calculate the bending moment resulting from aerodynamics, the angle of
attack must be defined. Figure 5 illustrates the sign convention and vehicle
a8
states necessary for this definition, which includes vehicle attitude, vehicle
velocity, wind velocity, and engine deflection angle.
|
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The bending moment due to aerodynamics is
Xk
qs f C z (_, x, M) (Xk - x) dx , (2)
MBaer ° - Do X T
where q is dynamic pressure, s the base area, DO t:,e reference diameter,
XT the vehicle end station, and Xk the station where the beading nioment i_
de sired.
If the aerodynamics are linear and no bias lift forces exist (canted
aerodynamic surfaces), the conventional form for Cz (a, x, MI is
C Z (ot, x, M) = CZ_ (x, M) a(x) (3)
This equation simplifies calculation and provides a means of expression for
the bending moment. Where the aerodynamics are nonlinear and contain
bias forces, equation (2) is quite cumbersome and is thus usually reduce.q
to a summation of basic force tables which arc a function of Mach number,
local angle of attack, and dynamic pressure. When bias aerodynamic forces
exist, but the forces about the bias are linear with angle of attack, equation
(3) becomes
Cz (_, x, M) = C z (x, M) + C Z_ (x, M) a(x) , (4)
which is, again, easy to solve. Further complications are introduced by
the lifting surfaces because both spanwise and chordwise distributions exist,
and lead transfer to the fuselage makes the loads highly dependent on the
configuration.
,_ 2. Add,tional Considerations. The effect of aerodynamics upon the
i loadfactorhas been fairlystraightforwardup to thispoint. However, two
additionaleffectsoccur which can have major impactsand must be con-
,_ sidered: gust penetration and static aeroelasticity. Gust penetration effects
_ are caused by the wind-induced angle of attack having frequency co l:onents.
_. This means that the angle of attack along the vehicle changes due to this ,,
traveling wave effect of the wind gust (Fig. 6). Gust penetration becomes
:! influential when the changing angles of attack (aerodynamic f_,rce_) along
_'_ o _
i
Ill '
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Figure 6. Reference wind per_etration.
the vehicle are phased such that they add energy to the system. This effect
can become severe for certain elastic mode shapes and gust frequencies.
Also, the effect can be pronounced on aerodynamic control surfaces if the
gust wave is out of phase at certain frequencies. In this case, the surfaces
either become less effective or they add energy to a mode which introduces
i negative damping. It is quite cumbersome to include this effect in equation
: (1) if a time solution to the describing equations is desired. In this case
Vw becomes a function of the vehicle station as well as altitude. If we use
the vehicle taft as the reference altitude and time point, then the wind
velocity at any station becomes
V(h)vehiclestation= Vw(ho + x) , (5)
where h isthealtitudedefiztedfrom thetrajectoryand isthereforea function
- of the vehicle velocity or time. In general, this approach is not used because
of its complexity. To avoid this complexity, a frozen time-point analysis
is made in the frequency domain which allows VWX to he expressed fairly
s_mply as
7
• I
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Vwx = Vwsin _--v ' (6)
and
2rv
_. -- .
O9
By using a spectrum of the, wind turbulence and a generalized harmonic
analysis response approact:, the basic tcrms and effects can be determined
[1, 2].
Aeroelasticity is a particularly important factor in determining the "_
quasi-steady state flight loads cf a vehicle because, in a flight environment, " !
the vehicle's deflected shape (elastic body bending) produces changes in
local angle of attack. These changes will induce an additional aerodynamic
loading which causes further increases or decreases in local anyles of attack.
The resultant deflected shape is an equilibrium between local aerodynamic
forces and vehicle stiffness [3, 4]. To account for this effect, the aero-
dynamic distribution must be altered, or corrected values added to the total
load (bending moment). Both approaches have been found to be accurate for
launch vehicles. The principal cause of the aeroelastic effects is illustrated
in Figure 7. Shown in this figure is an aerodynamically unstable vehicle
which has the aerodynamic center in front of the center of gravity and tim
control force behind the center of gravity. Balancing wind-induced rigid-body
angle of attack with the control force bends the vehicle such that the aero-
dynamic angle of attack is increased foI_vard of the cg and decreased aft of
the cg, making the vehicle more unstable. The opposite is true for aero-
dynamically stable vehicles. This explanation is obviously oversimplified
since it does not include the total effect of inertial and aerodynamic forces.
The more complex effect can be simply illustrated by using a
vehicle with two point forces and two acceleration forces. This assumption
,,
is not a bad one for some Shuttle cgnfiguratiens (interim) where a large mass
and a large aerodynamic surface are near the vehicle nose, and a large mass
; (booster lox) and a large force (engines) are near the rear of the vehicle.
In trimmed flight, the inertia, control, and aerodynamic ferces balance.
w
I ,
i
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!Figure 7. Aeroelastic effects.
:- Using this example, the bending moment equation becomes
O_
EI (x) Y (x) = M(x) . (7)
The basic beam analogy is seen in Figure 8, ..
M 1:7 M2;_
}, l I %
_' F 1 ZTOTAL VEHICLE cg
Figure 8. Beam analogy.
where F I is the lateral control force, F s Is the induced trim aerodynamic
forces and Mt Z and Ms 7, are the inertial forces concentrated at the assumed
cgts. l'he resulting moment distribution takes the shape seen in Figure 9.
t _
D
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Figure 9. Moment distribution.
The deflection curve (Fig. 10), which increases the angle of attack of the
vehicle nose, makes the vehicle more unstable since the aerodynamic forces
are ai1 assumed to act there.
Figure 10. Deflection curve.
An interesting thing happens if locations of the forces M2 Z and F2
interchange. This can be seen in Figure 11.
( F1 F 2
,_ FtNe 1t. Moment and force interchange.
Here, the bending moment has the following general shape seen In Figure 12.i,
,,j
Figure 12. Bending moment,
i
L
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The deflection cur',e (Fig. 13), which decreases the angle of attack at the
location of the aerodynamic surfaces makes the vehicle more stable, just
Lhe opposite effect from what one would expect from our original oversimpli-
f J explanation.
Figure 13. Deflection curve.
• For most Shuttle vehicles, an addition term must be added to include
the unsymmetrical mounting of orbiter and booster. This term represents
the momcr*_ _hich result from longitudinal acceleration forces and aero-
dynamic drag (Fig. 14) which, in turn, results iv Lacreased angle of attack
of _,_ _ ',,tc le nose.
l
III I II II •
Figure 14. Unsymmetrical mounting of orbiter and booster, i
1
To properly evaluate the Shuttle vehicle from the aeroelastic stand- 1
point obviously would require a fairly complex analysis. However, a simple
method for estimating the aerc_laettc effect on 'Jtabflity is illustrated in
, F_gure 7, Here, it is assumed that the vehicle tl in a rigid-body trim condi-
tion and that no bending mode and rotational dynamics are involved
(_ = (_ = /_ = fl = 0). Thus, the static bending deflecttaa (i?) for each
mode can be calculated with the corresponding normal force and aerodynamic
, moment. This calculation, which has been shown to he fairly accurate, gives
the approximate change in vehicle aerodynamic stability and permits a speedy
prediction of loads and control system requirements. Also influential in
• these static aeroelaetic lift growth effects is the downwash. As the vehicles
become more complicated, i.e., more mmymn_trical with larger lifting
surfaces, the difficulty of analysil of these effecte increalms by several
orders of magnitude.
.¢
m i
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IIt should be pointed out here that gust penetration, lift growth, and
downwash not only affect the bending moment directly, but they also indirectly
affect the vehicle dynamics (to be discussed later). An additional word of
caution: The factors tlmt increase the complexity of analysis (unsymmetrical
bodies, lifting surfaces) also increase the effects of gust penetration and
static aeroelasticity. Therefore, these factors cannot be neglected as they
have been in the analysis of the simple symmetrical space vehicles and
missiles.
B. Thrust
1. Rigid Body. The longitudinal thrust creates a normal load on the
vehicle through swiveling of the engine for control. This swiveling introduces
a moment at any station Xk. The bending moment equation due to thrust is
M6 thrust = Fs Xk sin 6 , (8)
and for small angles it is
Ms_hrust = F Xk 5 . (9)• S
If the vehicle center of gravity is offset laterally, the engines null the result-
ing moment by aligning with the thrust vector through the cg (in the absence
of other torques). This offset causes the vehicle to fly cocked, thus intro-
ducing loads through the nominal terms present in equations (2) and (9).
2. Elastic Body. Two of due terms in the bending moment equation
result from the vehicle being elastic. One is the moment dus to the perpen-
dicular forces and the other is the moment due to the parallel forces:
Perpendicular forces
" (x)]MBthrus t (.[_ = FX k _ _ [Y* (Xk) - Y" (10)p:l P '
and
Parallel forces
n
• la:l p E . ,
2
..-di_
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ITlmre is also an additional longitudinal coupling into the lateral plane caused
by dynamic mass asymmetry coupling, which, because of its complexity, is
not shown. A good example is the pogo -- longitudinal, lateral control
coupling (called "hula pogo") which is of quite some concern for piggyback
Shuttle vehicles. This problem will be the subject of a future paper.
C. Acceleration
The lateral acceleration of any mass element in a vehicle creates a
lateral force which results in an increased structural load (lateral bending
moment). By summing up the product of these accelerations, the masses,
and the distance to the station of concern, the bending moment effect is
obtaiued.
1. _. For a rigid vehicle in translation and rotation, the
resulting acceleration of any station is
A(X)rigid = _ - (Xcg - x)O , (12)
and the corresponding bending moment is
Xk
= -f m ° ix) iX k - x)A iX)rigid dx .
MBinertial rigid X T
i13)
2. Elastic. Vehicle vibrations also accelerate the individual mass
elements that produce forces, These accelerations are as follows:
n
and the resulting moment becsuse of bending acceleration forces becomes
Xk
= -f_ m ° (x) (X k - x) A (X)elastt c dx . (t5)
l_elastic XT
13
,i
i ,
I
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D. SystemMoments
When these various contributions are collected, we have the total
system bending momeuts on the vehicle. The contribution to the vehicle
normal structural loading has been presented. These bending moment equa-
tions (2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 151, as given, are a function of the angle of attack,
engine deflection, and vehicle accelerations. Also, the fact that the vehicle
accelerations are in turn a function of the angle of attack and engine deflection
allows the expression of the bending moment in simpler t_rms, through
substitution for the accelerations. These substitutions allow the loading
(bending moment) to be expressed for the linear angle-of-attack case
(including local angle-of-attack effects) as
MB(x,t)--M'_ (X)_rigid(t) + M' 5 (x)5(t)+ M'_) (x) O'(t)
n n
+ _, M'. (x)_ (t) + _, M" (x)_. (t)/_=I _ _=1 _
n n
+ M-, (t)+ (x)[s (t)+ MB0
_=1 -_ u=l s
(161
In the many cases where several terms have only minor effects, equadcn
(16) can be reduced to
n
rlgld(t) * M*h (x)_}#MB(x,t) = Mc_°(x)'_ + M6 (x)5(t) + _ (t)_=1
+ MB0 (171
If the effects of nonlinear aerodynamics, gust penetration, static aeroelasti-
city, and bias aerodynamics are important, equations (1) through (17)
become very complex even for the planar case.
To gain insight into some of the influences of var!otts factors on the
structural loading (bending moment), equation (17) was analyzed for a
conventional Saturn-type vehicle. To see one of the effects of the aero-
dynamic forces, the vehicle aerodynamic characteristics were parameterlzed
o
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by adding fins at the rear. For simplicity, it was assumed that no mass
change occurred in obtaining the added lift. Figure 15 is a plot of the
M'c_ and M* 5 for these changing aerodynamic characteristics. Both the
conventional aerodynamic unstable configuration and an induced stable config-
uration (C 1 < 0 and C l > 0 , respectively) are shown. Very little change
occurs in M° 5 as the aerodynamic characteristics are changed; however,
,_I° increases greatly with the added lift necessary to make the vehiclec_
stable.
Figure 15. M'a md M° 6 versus vehicle station.
Also, shown on Figure 16 is the ratio, R(x) of M ° to M°
' a 6'
which clearly shows that, for vehicle stations where angle-of-attack effect
Is large, t.e., where R(x) is large, a control logic that reduces a by
increasing 6 can generally be used to reduce loads. If the converse is true,
1. e., R(x) < 1 , very little oan be done with this approach.
1
J
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Figure 16. Normal flowdistributionforS_turnV.
: An additional effect of the aerodynamic distribution on the M* is
a
shown on Figures 16 through18. Figures 16 and 17 show thedistributions,
and Figure 18, theresultingM ° _s normalized to thesame value. As showncz
on Figures 17 and Ib, thetotalaerodynamic moment aboutthegimbal isin-
creased by only30 percentbetween theApollo and theINT-21 configurations.
i However, the total aerodynamic contrtlmtion to the a part of the bending
i moment goes up by a factor of 2 to 3 on the front half of the vehicle. This
increase in _e aerodynamic contribution is duo to the fact that the Apollo
has a distribution that can be approximated by threo point forces, while the
INT-21 is approximated by two point forces, What happens is that the
._ third point force near the middle of the vehicle acts to shorten the lever arm
over which part of the total force acts, thus reducing the bending moment,
..:. although the total lift force acting on the vehicle iucreues by 10 percent and
.'
'_:,_
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Figure 17. Normal force distribution for Saturn V derivative•
the restoring moment by 30 p_rcent, This comparison clearly shows that
load relief can be accomplished through aerodynamic shaping. There are
many aspects of these aerodynamic shaping considerations which should be
explored for the Shuttle, /
Analysis of the load-producing factors makes several conclusions
evident:
• 1. There is a direct correlation between the bending moment, aero-
dynamic, and mass distribution. It is not poasible to ascertain analytically
how they are correlated because of the complexity of the equations, Vehicle
dynamics are also _t strong function of the same aerodynamic and mass
distributions.
! I * m
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Figure 18. Total moment "factor. !
2. Static bending deflection, angle of attack, and bending dynamics
shobld be kopt as low as possible in Grder to reduce aeroelastic effects rf r
gust penetration and static aeroelasticity.
T
3. Vehicle loads from engine deflection versus those fiam angle 1
i of attack are strongly dependenl, upon vehicle station with no two classes of t
vehicles being the same. This indicates that any load relief scheme ; .
becc_les highly dependent upon vehicle station, i
4. Vehicle loads can be reduced through covfiguration desi_'n
i_' (aerodynamic and mass distributions).
• il
II I. LOADREDUCINGFACTORS(AUTOMATICCONTROL!
In the previous section, basic load prod-cing factors were presented
and some conclusions drawn pertaining to their respective interaction.
Tl_ese loading factors, if not kept within certain bounds, can heavily penalize
the vehicle payload through increased structural weight or reduced launch
windows due to launch restrictions. If mission constra nts dict te that
•/ _ither the weight penalty nor launch restrictions can be allowed, then some
-, 18
L
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means of alleviating these load conditions must be found. The most prom-
ising approach is through some means of active control, whether it be
adaptive or programmed gains. Also, it would be advantageous if it were
optimal in terms of loads. However, this is usually net possible because of
other constraints, such as terminal drift, attitude path dispersions, and
performance constraints. Inflight winds are, of course, the major disturb-
ance of nomn-.al ascent flight and cause both control forces to be applied aud
an_e of attack to build up. Load reductirn then becomes intimately related
to the vehicle response to winds. As implied by previous discussion, both
a reduction in normal force bccause of control and a reduction in normal
force because of angle of attack (most of which is induced by wind effects)
can be used to reduce structural loading. However, simultaneous reduction
__ of both the control force and angle of attack is not necessarily compatible,
so that some knowledge of the structural capabilities of the vehicle is essen-
tial to achieve load reduction in the more critical places and to indicate which
of the two forces can be reduced most profitably. Load reduction can then
be accomplished in several ways, all of which must be understood and be
available for specific situations. In general, load reduction techniques can
be separated into two categories: passive and active. The passive approach-
es usually prohibit launch when winds are greater than a limiting value with
prelaunch wind nmnitoring and wind biasing, both preflight (monthly mean)
and inflight (previous days mean). Active schemes either feed back a
measurement of the wind or some vehicle state, such as angle of attack, bo_y-
fixed acceleration, body-fixed velocity, and vehicle position. How these
various approaches affect load reduction is a function of the vehicle flight
mechanics and fight dynamic characteristics, as well as vehicle station, t
m_ in many cases the effects are contradictory, and what helps in one situation
hurts in another. This will be discussed in more detail later. For simpli- :
city, the discussion of wind effects is separated into three parts: the
deterministic wind (wind biasing), the rigid body response to both determi-
nistic and stochastic wind, and general elastic body response characteristics.
WindBiasing
Wind biasing is concerned with reducing the portion of the bending
moment produced by the mean wind. This can be done in several ways
since h,e solution is not unique. One solution that works well commands |
early inflight vehicle attitude, with the result that the vehicle flies downwind. _ ..
The wind biasing commands the sign change, thus driving the angle of attack
to zero and causing the vehicle to turn into the wind. The peak wind and
dynamic pressure occuz while the angle of attack is zero, resulting in a
i
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h,w bending moment [5]. An alternate approach flies a low or zero angle
of attack for tile mc._n wi,ld u..'_til the vehicle leaves the high wind, high dynamic
pressure region and the_l corrects /or drift buildul.- [6].
These technlques can be applied in several ways. if it is assm _ed
that tlle wind can be u.,easured onboard (roughly), then this information can
be stored in the control computer. Through !_.roper filtering, a r,mning mean
can be determined for the wind at rmy flight time based on the past history
of the wind. Based on ctatistics c,f large scale wind effects, prediction of the
wind (running mean) ever the next few seconds of flight time can b_ made and
, a de __rministie wind bias command (¢) introduced to cancel it. By updatingc
this information every one-half to one second, a good _¢ind biasing and i_re-
diction scheme can be built (Fig. 19).
_EASURED WIND
: i
0
'_! :7
-_ RUNNING /-
MEAN WIN_ N
' _LTITUDE
Figure 19. Wind mean prediction and biasing.
I
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Problems associated with inflight wind biasing are numerous. These
problems must have solutions before actual use of this technique can be made.
These problems are: (1) Biasing is dependent upon the total wind profile
shape, particularly during high q regions. Prediction schemes could conceiv-
ably create the wrong trends, thus causing large performance losses.
(2) The prediction scheme must work externally first, since, in general, a
space vehicle will fly through the high q and h,gh winds region within 60
sec, with a corresponding altitude change on the order of 8 km.
(3) Present sensors produce a mixed state estimation. In other words, the
sensors not only sense the wind but also the vehicle states, and this could
lead to bad prediction values. (4) Storing the wind statistics in order to
make good predictions will require large computer capacity. (5) Finally,
4
wind biasing could lead to performance reserve impacts which must be
accounted for.
The state-of-the-art wind sensors are a problem which practically i
forbids this approach. The second best approach premeasures the wind
(say one or two hours prior to launch) and establishes a new wind-biased ¢
trajectory. This can be accomplished with present high speed computers.
This win_-biased control law, f (t), is loaded in the flight computer just
before flight. There are, of course, _he problems of changing :nd ;-erlfying
one part of the ,.ontrol computer input just before launch; however, if the
software programs are designed properly (in module form), this can be "_
readily done.
A third approach uses the monthly mean wind applicable to launch
date, and builds the control logic much earlier. This eliminates last-minute
changes, solving the problem of reliability; but biasing to the monthly mean
wind does not achieve nearly so much load reduction. Also, elaborate pre-
launch wind monitoring procedures, coupled with wind limits, must be used
with this approach.
To understand how these schemes reduce loads, and the options
available, a simple rigid body yaw plane model is analyzed. Previous launch
vehicles, which were symmetrical, had small aerodynamic forces and could
easily be described with perturbation equations for load relief control system
_ design. Such treatment was possible since there was only a small influence
! of the vehicle dynamics on the trajectory and performance and vice versa.
The nonsymmetrical Space Shuttle requires much more care in treating the
i vehicle dynamics. The fact that the large aerodynamic lift forces and
'_ moments are not generally zero at the same angle of attack greatly influences
not only the control but the trajectory and performance as well. To handle
this interaction is a simple matter; it is assumed that the equations can be
I
II '
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idivided into two parts: the trim equations about a nominal point mass gravz_y-
turn trajectory, and perturbation dynamic equations about the trajectory
trim equations. This approach is generally used, except in the case where
the trajectory is shaped in a special way to reduce the angle nf attack or the
dynamic pressure, or both. In this special case, the trim trajectory is a i
trajectory which is reshaped about a special trajectory through the high
pressure region and then transferred to the basic optimum trajectory for the !
remainder of the flight. Some payload loss from the optimum is accepted to '
reduce trim loads.
Fhe coordinate system shown in Figure 5 is used to arrive at the
vehicle trim and perturbation equations. The resulting basic planar trajec- i
tory equations are:
i_ = TX(0,_) + _X(s, 0) + Dx(s,0) + GX(Xc) , (lS)
= TZ(0,5) + LZ(S, 0) + DZ(S, 0) + GZ(X c) • (19)
Since large aerodynamic and mass trim forces occur, the moment equation
must be included:
iv = _(;'-_') = M..(8)+ M._(_), C  C(s)
; - "'c r_- - rt- - ms=0 ms
_- (20)
:_ The angle of attack is defined as follows:
: s = 0 - -- + s . (21)
7 V T W
_ To divide these equations into trim and perturbation equations, the followingtrim equations about the trajectory must be satisfied:
I_ = 0 = C + C s 0 + F - + 2; - 5i0 ,
ms =0 m ZS) cg• S
(22) }
n_ = A -mgsinx0 , (23) tX " !
_ 22
h
<
|
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%i:"
i
7
C! Cl "mZ = 0 = mv Xo + + So + FSo + mg cos Xo • (24) i_
These trim conditions use the following values from the point mass trajectory:
Xo = 3_R the relative flight path,
_o = _R the flight path rate,
7
A = vehicle acceleration.
X
The control moment may be derived from various sources such as main
_ engines, surfaces, or reaction jets. Although this paper assumes only
main engine control, the extension to surface control "s straightforward.
Reaction jets would introduce additional nonlinearities which would have to
: be linearized for use in this type of analysis. The perturbation equations
_- for dynamics become:
_ "d + Cl_* C2_*+ = 0 , (25)
• *
7." + KIO + K2_v + K36 = 0 , (26)
• Vw
ol = 0 - -- +- , (27)
V V
=5" a00 + alO + boa + f(t) . (28)
I These equations will be used in later sections also. Since it call be shown
that the rigid body acceleration is a direct function of _* and 5", the control
equation (28) is valid for accelerometer control also.
If a good indication of load reduction is to be obtained, it is necessary
to have the bending moment equation in a tractable form. The bending moment
equation was conveniently derived earlier using an aerodynamic distribution
defined with zero angle of attack referenced to the vehicle centerline. The
distribution in linear form becomes:
*
23 '
! , _m
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I _
!
" cG" "ClO (x) + (x) ot = C1 (x) (29)
This linearity allows the bending moment to be expressed as:
_:_M_(x) = MB0 (x) + M a(x)°t(t) + M 6 (x)6(t) . (30)
: If the a and 5 are divided into trim and dynamic perturbation values,
: $
c'_ = o_T + ot , (31)
$
6 = 5T + 6 , (32)
then the bending moment equation is
Bias and Trim Perturbation{_ _,.,
._ MB=rMB0(x)+_'_ (X)_T+ _'6(x)6_+ _ _(x)_*(t)
!
+ M'_ (x} 5* (t) . (33)
As indicated in tb_o split-out, the actual bending moment is a function of the
biased aerodynamic forces and the induced trim forces, plus the basic
dynamic terms arising from the vehicle dynamics and control characteristics.
To obtain a solution when aerodynamic distributions are unknown,
equation (33) is rewritten in the form
MB(X) , *
= load indicator = RB0(X ) + R(x)_ T + 6T + R(x)ot + 6 .M16
(34)
By making assumptions for the ratios, this form allows the determination of4
the effect of the control system, at least in a conceptual way, without know-
:,_ ing the distribution.
'_ ,,
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IBasic trajectories, with vehicle total aerodynamics, allow the corn- ..
putation of the trim terms for the no-wind case. Trade-offs of the trim ._
bending moments at various stations can be achieved, but not without some
interaction with the performance capabilities of the vehicles. These trade- i_
offs come about because of the interactior_ of the various aerodynamic
surfaces (at different local angles of attack) and the control that it takes to
trim the vehicle. The lift and the moments created by the aerodynamic
geometry do not vanish simultaneously (for any one centerline angle of
attack), so that a given trajectory must be flown with either an aerodynamic
lift force loading the vehicle or a control force for balancing the aerodynamic
moment or both for the no-wind case. Control normal force is also produced
due to mass offsets from the centroid of the thrust so that a thrust angle
with respect to the vehicle centerline is necessary to nullify the engine
turning moments produced by the offset. This deflection of the engines is
achieved as a bias signal in the trim equation as a counterpart of the f(t)
term in the perturbation equation. The thrust angle offset will, of itself,
cause the vehicle to fly at an angle of attack with its attendant aerodynamic
loading, and will also alter the thrust angle due to the aerodynamic moment
produced by the angle of attack. Trade-offs with station then can be achieved
by altering the basic philosophy used to establish the trajectory. A zero
aerodynamic moment trajectory calls for the higher aerodynamic (q_) load-
ing, but a zero aerodynamic lift trajectory calls for a greater engine loading.
Various compromise trajectories can be chosen. With knowledge of the
s
critical stations of the vehicle and the M ° to M5 ratios at those stations,
the basic trajectory philosophy can be chosen to reduce the vehicle loadings
at the critical stations due to flying a trimmed trajectory. Complete freedom
to choose the compromise, however, is not assumed because trajectory
drift values will vary with the trajectory philosophy and vehicle payload
capabilities will thereby be reduced from their max_.mums. Additionally,
trajectories which fly with an angle of attack far away from the zero moment
values may require such large values of gimbal angle for the no-wind
trimmed case that, with a limited gimbal capability, insufficient gimbal range
is left to handle the effects of the winds encountered. For the total loading
picture, the mutual trajectory effects for the no wind or trim loads must be
considered, as just discussed, and the trajectory manipulations must be
performed to reduce the wind loading effects, which will be discussed next.
" Assuming that VW is the mean wind only, and that no bias terms exist, the
object is to determine f(t) such that the load indicator is a minimum. The
- most obvious way is to force _ near zero. The near-zero _ has the additional
effect of reducing the aerodynamic disturbances acting on the vehicle, thus
reducing 6. Adopting this procedure assures that
I!
0 _' -Vw- - (35)
V V
throttghout the flight regime of concern. If this criterion is adopted from
Vw
lift-off, large angular deviations are introduced since -- is extremely
v
large in flight because of low vehicle velocity, thus incurring large payload
penalties. However, two options are available: (1) keeping c_ equal to
zero from vehicle lift-off through maximum winds and high dynamic pressure
regions, or (2) keeping a equal to zero only during high loading conditions.
By introducing various mounts of lift in the early portions of flight, the
zero _ condition in high loading regions can be achieved in any combination
of vehicle attitude and lateral drift. This raises the question of which
combination is best for the additional wind effects about the mean wind, and
which is best to meet trajectory constraints. Obviously, many factors !
enter the trade-offs: control system '_gic, terminal trajectory constraints,
vehicle characteristics, etc. Figure 20 illustrates these three concepts, i
Case 1 shows a nonwind-bias case with appropriate wind, angle of attack,
etc. Case 2 shows a wind bias that introduces a drift with the wind early in
: flight and that cancels the wind during the high q region. No attitude (0)
¢#tE= ¢_Ia
vw vw /
' t_lllIW
V '_ V
Figure 20. Wind biasing schemes.
4 4
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[]
is used in this case. This concept results in large terminal drifts and does ,:,
not reduce the bending moment as much as expected due to biasing because
of the overaU 5 to a induced drift balance. Case 3 splits the desired angle
of attack reduction during high q regions between attitude and drift which
results in better terminal conditions, and achieves low bending moments
from the mean wind. Figure 21 shows the gain in vehicle wind magnitude
capability using the Case 3 type of wind biasing in both pitch and yaw for
the S_ylab vehicle. Three values are plotted. The solid line is the 95 per-
cent wind rose in terms of wind speed for the month of March showing the
predominance of the wind direction from 270 deg. The launch azimuth for
this vehicle is 45 deg as shown. The dotted line is the vehicle capability
in wind speed without wind biasing. The dot-dash line is the vehict3 capability
in wind speed using the wind bias. The bias chosen is not optimum since the
vehicle capability wind rose could still be shifted to the left to gain more
capability.
240 _0 l_O0 t80 t60 140
115PercentMarch Wind ..... NonwindBiasedTrajectory NoScatter
Wind Biased.Trojecto-y No Scatter
Figure 21. Skylab wind limit -- 12 km altitude.
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mn
A unique approach is open for the Space Shuttle which may have some
merit dependiz , on what conditions design various vehicle elemcnts. This
approach is t( roll the vehicle in such a way that a minimum load condition
occurs at the critical positions. Figures 22, 23, _,_d 24 are the results
obtained by lying the vehicle at various orientations to the wind. As can be
seen, the p,_ch and yaw bending moment can be phased to minimize either
plane for winds that have a fairiy persistent direction. To accomplish this
type of load relief requires the trajectory shaping to be resolved into body-
fixed pitch, yaw, and roll commands instead of the conventional pitch
: command and basically a zero yaw and roll command. This trajectory co.n-
+ mand resolution does not seem formidable if the approach ))roves to be
desirable. The advantage of this approach for the Space Shuttle appears to
be that it can handle early winds without large performance impacts (Figs. !
22 through 24). Obviously, for conventional symmetrical vehicles, the _
is no advantage.
400- WindAx n tlOdoo
+ _ WindVol ?Sin/nee !
] '+/ \ --"":-'- I
I .p__
.4OO]
i+:, //
+I' ]" 100.
-200 ,,
o io ,;o z+o s_o ++o +_o
Vehicle Roll ittlledlo leg
Figure 22. Pitch and yaw bending moment verstm
* vehicle roll attitude. _ ,_
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iIV. LOADSREDUCTIONTHROUr'JHACTIVECONTROL
RigidBodyDynamics
The effects of deterministic winds have been discussed in some
detail, and some basic logic for implementation was developed by using a
very simple attitude control system a,ld a deterministic control function.
To understand the effects of the wind variances about the mean, the mean
" wind and the deterministic control function are eliminated. The represen-
tvtion of the vehicle response as a rigid body gives insight into the inter-
action of vehicle dynam'cs _nd control law' so that guidelines £or load-relieving
control systems can be determined.
Since the control law written with angle-of-attack feedback (a) is
fairly general, it is representativu of several systems. For example, the
output of a body-fixed accelerom;ter can be expressed for rigid-body motion
in terms of the source of sensed accelerations, (_, 5) , as
i Ai = _)"'_ _ + a'-5" 8 , (36)
L'his produces the same control law with only a modification of gains [ 7].
Other feedback variables accomplish these same effects, sometimes
_. even more efficiently than attitude, attitude rate, and angle of attack, partic-
z?
._, ularly in combination with accelerometer feedback. For example, transla-
tional velocity, position, and integral of the attitude sngle can be useo Ln "
.._. combination with the control law discussed. For the Sp_ce Shuttle, which is
: highly coupled in yaw-roll, crossfeed terms can _ included that further
: reduce loads. These studies are now _eing made, and will be published in
a future report. The trends established here, however, provide the basic
insight.
One representative solution to this set of equations is obtained by
_. using frozen coefficients (a conservative assumption, in general) for _t
._ representative wind input which is the slow build-up wind (quasi-_+_ady
._, wind profile) or ramp. The characteristic equation of the system, in terms
_ of vehicle parameters, is used to obtain these solutions:
¢
r
,r
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,-s c,eo+_o1,-c,-_!c,K,-c,_,S S3 + 82 alc2 - V -
/
- o,K,)-boO,K,]:o .
A simpler form in toms of the following roots,
81= 0
"! $2 = Ai (38)
;i
83,4 = O" 4- ico ,
is
(39)
i Equating coefficients of powers of S between equations allows the
expression of the roots in terms of vehicle parameters and control system
gains. A logicalchoiceistoexpress the controlsystem gains,a0and al,and the drift root, A1 , a fLmctions of control system gain, b0 , co trol
i frequency,coc'and controldamping _c;thatis,¢
-kWc2BI.+ 2B3C2_cco_+ _B3 - c2L2coc2 :
i. a0 = _ X_- _ c_2w 2 ' (40)
_ -2Xc2_c °Jc c ,
c2B 3 - 2h.Bl_ccoc + B2A - Blc2coc 2
._ al = t 4;)
'- _ -2XC2/ccoc. - ..if- c 2 w 2 '
Ac2B2 + BIA2 + c22B3
t A1 = , (42)
_i -2Xca_;c_c - x_ - c2_ 2
: C
i where
i K_. + b0Ks
B 1 = 2_; co + , (43)
c c V
/
C 31 .i
-,= :. : .......... . .
]97202423]-036
B2 = -c i + a_c2 - c2b 0 , (44)
Bs = - K-i (cs + bee2) (45)V
1
= "_ (c2K2 - elk 3) , (46)
a = -_ w , (47)
C C
w 2 = 02 + w2 . (48)C
i
Typical plots of the control frequency versus A i for the maximum
dynamic pressure region of the Saturn V space vehicle are shown in Figure
25. The drift root, As, is stable for zero b0, but moves toward instability
as b0 increases. The b0 value that produces A s equal to zero is the well-
known drift minimum condition. These results show that the basic influence i
on the drift root is determined by the angle-of-attack gain, b0, and control
frequency, _o .
C
: Control Frequency, wc(rod)
i
; 2
" I} :.
_ C4 I
b° -_ I
: 0 Ce 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
%
_]'_]/: - 0.05 0 Drift 0.05Roof,A4 0.10 0.45
,_,- Figure 25. Saturn V control frequency -- drift root relationships.
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!For an aerodynamically stable vehicle, the trends change since the
vehicle naturally turns into the wind. Figure 26 shows this change in the
vehicle roots and indicates the response change. As indicated by the magni-
tude and sign of A_., large drift occurs. By increasing the frequency ¢Oc, the
drift root is reduced in magnitude, thus reducing the drift. The angle-of- ::
attack gain, b0, also increases the drift by turning the vehicle into the wind
fm_ther. This fact indicates that, for angle-of-attack feedback to reduce drift
a negative feedback must be used (b 0 < 0), or the control frequency increased.
Increasing the control frequency is not always possible because of coupling
with elastic body modes.
Control Frequency, _c [rod) i
Shuttle i
C4= 3.4 j(;=0.7
I +0.4
, °
,, bo=-2,4-2.o -1i81 -t.e -t.2 -o.8I
--_1
bo C
p
-0.t 0 0.1 0.2
Drift Root, AI _.
Figure 26. Shuttle control frequency -- drift root relationships.
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IThe solution to the set of differential equations can now be formulated
in terms of these roots and the system parameters. Only one solution will
be analytically formulated: the bending moment response to a ramp wind,
Kt. This solution is sufficient since the time der_,,ative of the ramp solu-
tion produces the response to a step, and likewise, the time derivative of
the step solution produces the response to an impulse.
The relationships between the roots as a function of control logic
that determine the dynamic response are shown o.,1Figure 26. One form
of the dynamic response is the bending moment, defined in equation (33).
Altering equation (33) for simplicity by removing the trim term yields:
MB(X} = lV[_°_  M',55. (49}
Note: Stars (*) have now
By defining been dropped for
convenience.
M *
a (5o)
R_x) - M, 6 ,
MB(X) = M'5[R(x)a  5]. (51)
The actual solution in terms of gains and vehicle parameters is given in
Reference [7], and repeated in equations (52) and (53} in generalized form.
The bending moment solution for a ramp wind in general form is
MB Quasi, steady
_,. "[,,_(_ +,_]+ [,,_(_+ ,,]e_'_'
Dynamic
+ [v5R_(x)+ _ea(x) + _,]evt sin (_t + _p
= MBQ, _ + MBD , (52)
and the step response is
MB _r Quasi;steady Dyn._'unlc
_. [0,_(_+0,]>,", _[0,_'(_+ o,_(_, o,]o°_
sin (wt + ¢_)•= MBQ S + MBD . 153) ,'
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!Examining these expressions, we see immediately that the bending
moment is composed of three parts for a ramp and only two parts for a step
or impulse. The ramp wind has a constant term (a drift root term), which
exponentially builds up or decays with the magnitude and sign of the drift root,
A1 , and finally, a dynamic term which is in a damped sinusoidal form deter-
mined by the control frequency (w) and control damping (_) . The step i'
C C
and impulse solutions contain only the drift term and the dynamic term. In _
general, for a ramp wind input, the constant term and the drift root term
dominate, while for impulse and sinusoidal inputs, the dynamic term can
dominate. The coefficients of these various parts of the solution are also
functions of the roots, although not always easily expressible completely
in this form. Because of the complexity of the analytical expressions for
these coefficients, numerical examples will be presented. In general, a
typical wind profile is composed of a mean closely approximating a ramp,
superimposed wi_h steps, impulses, and sine functions. The ntanerical
examples are for the step and ramp since they represent the two trends.
A few general statements are in order before looking at specific
results. The drift root itself has a unique solution when b0 - -c_ .
c2
At this point, regardless of the control frequency on other parameters, the
drift root becomes
. 1 c2K2 - clKa k (54) '_
AI- V c2 - c2 " ,I"
At thiss-unepoint [calledrotationalminimum {R.M. )] thedynamic portion
:jof thesolutioncoefficientsisalways ata minimum. This is thepointatwhich t.he angle-of-attack feedback restoring moment cancels the aerodynamic
disturbing moment in the rotation equation.
+ alc2d* [ci+ c__(a0+ b0)le= - rc+a )(ci+ c2b0) . (55)W
i._ For b0 - -c_ the equation becomes
C 2
e + alc _ + a0czD = 0 , (56)
which means that the rotation equation has no aerodynamic forcing term.
The drift equation is
Y + Kle + K2c_ + K35 = 0 . (57)
Substituting in the rotational minimum condition,
b0 = _ leads to the equation
C2
,_ 35
t
I!
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i_ _A 1 = _K3al_ - [K 1 + VA 1 + K3ao]O - A 1V (58)W
which is possible because, at this condition, A1 is not a function of the con-
trol frequency. The second general observation is umt a lift minimum load
condition (L. M. ) produces minimum bending moment coefficients for the
exponential portion of the bending moment solution. This occurs when a0
equals zero. A third general observation is the zero drift of the drift mini-
mum condition (D. M. ) which has been discussed previously.
The ironic fact that drift minimum (D. M. ), lift minimum (L. M. ),
and rotational minimum (R. M. ) do not occur simultaneously requires trade-
offs between these conditions. Elastic body effects, to be discussed in a
later section, cnter into this trade also.
Three separate launch vehicles were c'mseu to illustrate how the
bendL,_g moment is affected through basic control logic. These vehicles cover
the class from a highty aerodynamically unstable vehicle to one that is
highly aerodynamivally stable. The respective characteristics of these three
vehicles are seen in Table 1.
TABLE 1. AFFECTED BENDING MOMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Vehicle C I C2 K I K 2 K3
r
i I. SIC/Shuttle Orbiter Test Bed -I. 87 I. 253 15.00 30.00 15.00
; 2. SV Apollo -0. 037 I. 06 i8.58 6.96 15.66
r
3. One Version of Space Shuttle +3.37t t. 86 20.00 42,. 79 2t. t7
Coefficients of the solutions for a ramp and step wind are given
versus angle of attack feedback gain, b0 . The undamped control frequency,
o_ , is used as parameter. The control frequency damping is assumed to
i c
be 70 percent of critical for all cases.
Figures 27, 28, and 29 are the drift roots, A 1 (not a function of the
_: winds). Looking at the drift root as a function _f angle-of-attack gain, b0 ,
! it is clear that increasing b0 makes the vehicle more stable in the drift root,
while increasing the control frequency ¢_ makes it more stable (as stated
c
:_: previously).Also, increasingthecontrolfrequencydecreases theslope
of thelineofthedriftrootversus angle-of-attackgain,and thusdecreases
the effect of angle-of-attack gain, b0 , on the drift root, A l .
k 7_
:' 36
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m
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Figure 28. Shuttle drift root versus angle-of-attack gain, b0 .
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i Figure 29. S-IC Orbiter drift root versus angle-of-attack .gain, b0.
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mThe T coefficients of the dynamic part of the solution of the bendiug
moment for both the ramp wind and the step wind is decreased in magnitude
for increasing control frequency w . Also the decay time is faster because
c
constant 70 percent damping was assumed (Figs. 30 through 36). The
effect of angle-of-attack.gain, b0 , however, depends to a large extent on the
vehicle's aerodynamic characteristics. The Saturn V, a slightly unstable
vehicle, has increasing maghitudes of the bending moment solution coefficient.
On the other hand, the S-IC/Orbiter test bed, also a highly unstable vehicle,
has decreasing coefficient magnitudes of the bending moment coefficients
until b0 is approximately 1.6 (rotational minimum), than the magnitude of ,_
the coefficients increases for increasing b0 . For the Space Shuttle, a highly
aerodynamically stable vehicle, increasing b0 increases the magnitude of _
the coefficients. Choosing b0 to be negative and increasing its negative value
decreases the magnitude of the coefficients. This decreasing trend continues
until all control frequencies have zero coefficients. At this same value of b0 , i
further increases of b0 negatively increase the magnitude of the coefficients.
• (rsR'l.) + ),6R(_)+ rT)."si, vtKM'
' .'t10
- 8 Soturn V
% • t.2
T'
-2.0 - t.0 0 R.IL I).11. t.O L.M.
bo _
Figure 30. Saturn V dynamic term coefficients -- ramp wind.
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Figure 3l. Orbiter dynamic term coefficients _ ramp wind/
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Figure 32. Shuttle dynamic tern* coefficLents -- ramp wind.
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Figure 34. Saturn V -- step wind.
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I• ..'e 36. Shuttle -- step wind.
The quasi-steady or drift portLon of the solution has some unique
,. characteristics: For the ramp wind (Figs. 37 through 40), two distinct con-
ditions exist: one called drift minimum, where the drift root A 1 equals zero;
an-_ the other lift I.Lini__.um where the bending moment approaches zero. Drift
minimum conditions are also good to reduce loads since the terms basically ,..
cancel each other fc.v _mall time spans. The problem with choosing gains
r,Gar drift minimum eccurs if the vehicle must fly at the condition for a long
thne, thus buil_ling up drift and increasing the overall load since the load is
difference of two large numbers wit._ one increasing or decreasing
exponentially w ith the time conetant, A 1. _ "
I
4:, k
t, _ ,L,
I
. . . Ill I .,
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Figure 40. Shuttle quasi-steady term coefficients -- ramp wind.
_ A very interesting difference occurs between an aero,_ynamically
stable and unstable vehicle. In the case of an unstable vehicle, the magni-
tude of the coefficients (not the difference, which is the actual moment) is
Large and is increasing until b 0 is increased past the value which produces
_ drift minimum, then the coefficients decrease with further increasing b 0 until
_: lift minimum occurs and then they slightly increase w_th further b 0 increases
i_ The aerodynamicallv stable vehicle is in a region of f,_irly small coefficients
_ which an increase in b0 does not influence. It does, aowever, increase A1,
and thus increases the overall bending moment bec_,.use of the drift buildup.
i The drift also results in performance losses. De_:reasing b0, even to the
: point of making it negative, moves the vehicle regions towards lift minimum,
which occurs before the drift minimum for negatively increasing b0. The *
same lift minimum condition can be reached for b 0 = 0 by increasing the
control frequency (Figs. 39 through 40).
I
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IIn case of a step wind, again the drift portion between an aerodynami-
call:/stable and unstable vehicle is different ( Figs. 41 through 43). For un-
stable vehicles, the coefficients, because of a , have the same sign as the one
from thrust, 01 and 02, while for the stable vehicle they have opposite signs.
This means they partially cancel each other, depending on the magnitude of
R(×) and, in fact, for one particular value ofR(x), they do cancel. For
unstablevehicles,increasingb0decreases themagnitude of thesecoefficients, IB
Jinallydrivingthem to zero, and then increasesthem negativelyforhigher p"
b0 values. The oppositetrendholdsfor the stablevehicle.Increasingb0
increasesthemagnitude,whiledecreasingb0 (making itmore ne_(tive)
decreases thecoefficients,then2inallyincreasesthem again.
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:; Figure 41. Saturn V -- step wind.
The dynamic portion of the solution for the step behaves as it dkl
for the ramp, decreasing with increasing control frequency (Wc). Minimum .
values occur where the drift root is the same for all control frequency values
(R. M. ) with increasing magnitude on each side of this point. ..
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The trade-offon load reduction is thus obvious: rotationalresponse
versus lateralresponse, with the best balance being determined by vehicle
characteristics,wind charactnristics,and mission constraints. To achieve
thiscorrect balance requires introducingsome angle-of-attack feedback
for unstable vehicles, while for stablevehicles the problem isvery complex.
For the Space Shuttlevehicle presented, the path load (la_ral) is very large
compared to the rotational(transient}load, which means thatone cannot
reduce loads by moving gains towards R.M. or D.M. The minimum loads
(bending moment) occur when the vehicle is allowed to turn quickly into the
wind (a0= 0) and thus, to accept the induced drift(performance loss), or use
additionalcontrol feedback logic and variables to try to balance driftand loads.
This generalizationto allaerodynamically stable vehicles does not hold,
however, since differentvehicle characteristics could force a different
balance (lateralpath versus rotationaltransientloads}. Thus, we are able
4o achieve load reduction by moving towards R.M. or D.M. To illustrate
the effectof rotationalminimum and driftminimum gains on the time response_
a 6-degree-of-freedom simulation was run. The results are shown on Figure i
44. There is no rotational mo'don (0) for R.M. gains; however, to achieve
this requires large gimbal angles and angle of attack; whereas, for lift i
minimum (L. M. ), rotational dynamics are present but at a much reduced
apgle of attack and gimbal angle response.
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Figure 44, ShuttLe dynamic response.
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|The simplified results show the trade-offs between vehicle drift,
rotational dynamics, control authority, and path-following (lateral} loads
open to the control engineer. This balance is a function of the vehicle
aerodynamic characteristics, mass characteristics, wind characteristics,
and control system logic, which mus_ be properly assessed.
B. ElasticBody(ModalSuppression)
In the discussion thus far, the asstunption has been made that vehicle
loads are adequately represented by describing the vehicle as. a rigid body.
Real-life situations quickly reveal that this assumption is not valid and,
therefore, the vehicle dynamics must include elastic body oscillations and
deflections. Propellant oscillations can, in general, be neglected from the
loads standpoint but must be included when vehicle stability is of concern.
If propellant oscillations are allowed to become unstable in the closed-loop
system, obviously some load influence could result. Since all good designs
insure this stability, neglecting sloshing on loads is acceptable. Figure 45
plots the ratio of the bending moment from elastic body dynamics to the _
total bending moment for various control laws for a Saturn V vehicle.
/
n _
 TIO: " . (59)
MBt '
The control system logic used an angle-of-attack feedback with the condition t
that the control frequency remain constant. It is clear that, on the front end
of the vehicle, bending dynamics are very important for bending moment
calculations. Also, increasing angle-of-attack feedback, which reduces rigid
body loads, actually has the reverse effect on elastic body loads by increasing
them. This trend greatly ccmplicates the load relief problem, since the
same logic that reduces one basic type of load (rigid body) increases the
other (elastic bodyj.
@
• To understand elastic body loads, the assmnption will be made (later
removedJ that one elastic body mode is uncoupled from the othe," and that
the rigid-body angle of attack and engine deflection act as known (timewlseJ
forcing fanctions to this model. Phasing between engine and aerody"2'r.ics '"
is neglected for simplicity. Wheu phasing is neglected, the equation for a
bending mode is written as follows:
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FsY E
_'/_(t) + 2 _B/_ WB# _#(t) + COB/77(t) - MB 5elasti c(t)
B C D
+_-B _ za/_Ct)+_B_ (t} +_-BB _rigidCt) +
FsY E
+ MB 5rigid(t} , (60)
or
_'(t) + _B#WB_ _#(t} + B__ _?(t)
FsYE Q(t) (rigidbody forcingfunction
= lVI----'B-5elastic(t) + M--_ plus wind gust) , (61)
where
_/_(t) bending mode generalized coordinate,
COB/_ bending mode natural frequency, ,,
M B bendingmode generalized mass,
_BD structuralclmnping,
-.. B local angle of attack aerodynamic term,
_ C local angle .-,f attack aerodynamic term,
". D rigid body aerodynamic force term, _.
¢;
_ c
I | _' •
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_ m
F vebicle thrust,
S
Yl_. mode deflection at engine.
Assuming that 6elasti c results from signals arising frown body-fixed a_cele-
rometers, rate gyros, and position gyros, the equation becomes
(,/ (x/ (x t6 = a0n#(t)Y X + al_# (t) Y* R + a2_'(t)Yelastic
where a0 is position signal gain, a 1 rate signal gain, a 2 accelerometer signal
gain, Y (Xg) the bending mode slope at the position sensor, Y (XR) the
bending mode slope at the rate sensor, and Y(X A) the bending mode deflection
at the acceleration sensor.
Figure 45. Ratio influence of bendlng moment due to
bendtng dynamics to total bending moment.
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Substituting equation 462) into 461} and simplifying results gives
[_%,_B,,_ -%-a,_sY_Y'(x,,)]_,,,,,_
(t) + M B - a2 X_ _I
[WB 2M - B - a 0FsY EY'(Xg)] l?#(t)B #+
MB - a2 F3Y E_ Y(XA)
= Q(t)
[M B _ a2 FsYE Y(XA)] . (63)
It is clear that mc above geimralizations were made for one sensor;
however, the use of more than one sensor does not destroy the use of the
analogy, since the total signal is the sum of the voltage coming from each [[L
control loop. The effects of multisensors on the roots, and therefore the
effects or_ the response, are not so _ _ily seen because of the possibility of
cross-coupling between modes: etc. How the response is altered by theze
roots is now discussed for the deal case. The equation becomes
{?_(t)+ 2_(t} + 4_ 2 + _2)_(t,_ = R2Q(t) , (64)
where
R2 _ i , (65) "'
_',,-",'_s'E,(xA)
- _ ()],,,  oo,-- I M B C at Fs YE y, XR, _ = 2_ B¢_B_ _
2 R' (67)
(_2 + _2} = ¢oB M B - B - a0FsY EY Xg
L A*
+ _2 = _0_ (6s)
The roots to the equation are obviously _ + 1/_ defined 4u eXla-tions
(66) a_.d (67). Using these roots, the solution to equation (68) gives insight
]97202423]-059
into load-relieving mechanisms. Typical solutions can be found for constant
coefficients and known Q(t) 's. Assuming that Q(t) is some known (Laplace)
transform, then
_?(s) = -_- (s__)2 + _z for initial conditions equal to zero. (69)
Letting Q(t) be a ramp input or Q(t) = K3t, ttmn
_(t_ _ t e sm(_t- _ _,
(70)
where
¢4 = 2 tan , ¢71)
and
Finally, if Q (t) is a sine function
Q(t) = K4sin _2t , (73)
then
-_, [ I (fit _s )
°-_ )1+ ---_ sin (fit + _? , (74)
whe re i
4
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52 + _2 _ _22
_7 - tan _2 _ 22 + _2 '
and
° [
_,2 + - a2) + 4_2a2.j _/2Lx
+ sin(t + ¢91+ _ e (76)
where
-t 2_
¢8 = g27 - tan _ (77)
As expected, all cases show a difference between acceleration and
displacement to be the w2 factor on the transient part of the solution except
for the sinusoidal forcing function which also contains a steady-state term
with a factor of _22difference. Considering the solution to the ramp, step,
or hnpulse, the magnitude of the constant can be changed by the term R2
by use of accelerometers. These solutions -- ramp, step, and impulse, --
can also be altered through each of the sensors as they alter the frequency
or damping [equations (67) and (68) ]. Rate gyros change the damping of
the system either positively or negatively depending on the sign of the modal
deflection values YE and Y° (XR) and the rate gyro gain, a 1. Choosing the
sensor location or gain such that _ increases results in greater damping and
lower transient. Choosing an accelerometer location and gain such that R
increases, increases both the damping and the frequency, thus allowing the
,, accelerometer to be used as a modal supressor from both the damping term
and the frequency term. Position gyros can be used to alter the frequency
by a proper choice of the sensor location or feedback gain, a 0 . The amplitude
response (both steady state and transient) in these cases is reduced if the t
frequency is increased; however, the accelerometer output is proportional !to the frequency squared times the transient portion of the solution. Increasing
the damping lowers the peak transient response. All three types of input _
forces are expected during flight since the wind contains some form of each
type of input. The response (acceleration or amplitude) can be reduced
by increasing the frequency or damping.
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A more important type of force from the bending mode standpoint is
the sinusoidal input. This represents the turbulence portion of the atmosphere,
which can have frequency content in resonance with the bending mode. Also,
not only is the transient term important but the steady-state term can be of
a larger magnitude in both acceleration and amplitude. Again, increasing
the damping decreases the amplitude and thus reduces the transient response.
Increasing the frequency may not be feasible, however, since the resonance
term contains/_2 + _2 and 122, and the amplitude of the frequency increases
as /_2 + _2 and £2 approach equal values. In this case the frequency shift
must be chosen to dctune the system from the forcing frequency. Addition-
ally. for this case, the aecelerometer ,.'an be used to reduce the overall
amplitude through ]l z which multiplies the solution (Fig. 46). Care must
be exercised in using this term for reducing amplitude when at the same
time it nmy increase the amplitude through either finer tuning (with forcing
function), or decreased damping and frequency. The change in damping
and frequency can be obtained by using the various sensors as discussed
prev iously.
\
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Figure 46. Modal suppression.
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The discussion thus far has indicated that accelerometers, rate gyros,
or position sensors, can be used for modal suppression. The results point
out very clearly that one must have a very accurate description of both the
vehicle modal characteristics and the input force (wind} to effectively demgn
a control system for modal suppression using these types of :ensors. Also,
the coupling of these sensors in the rigid body control (used as input force
for mode} is very important and cannot be neglected.
The, evious interpretations can be stated in another way. The basic
notion here is the freedom offered by a sensor complement in locating ctosed-
loop eigenvalues as a possible source of quality measures. This is motivated
by two considerations. First, classical experience with root loci and fre-
quency domain design techniques provides tested insightful relationships
between the performance capabilities of a controlled system and the closed-
loop pole arrangements permLtted by sensors. Such notions as stability,
frequencies of oscillation, damping of individual modes of response, and
dominance are all apparent from the pole constellation. Second, there is a
fundamental connection between pole placement and the concept of control-
lability.
The previous discussion was based on the assumption that ideal control
signals and response exist. Although this is not true, the principles remain
the same as long as the gain and phase lag changes that take place in reality _-
_ are considered. Also, the assumption is made that each mode is completely _
independent of the other, which is not true. To illustrate this, a two-sensor i
•- case will be presented first, then a two-mode case. i
If two acceletometers are use d instead of one, the denominator in i
: equation (68) becomes !
(x4= _ = MB - a21FsY EY - a22 FsV E Y • (78)
+ This allows a choice of gains and sensor locations that would cancel the
_ acceletometer effect or allow any mixture of effects (gain) between accele-
,_ rometer locations. The other coefficients in equation (68) could be modified
_, in the same manner by using two or more rate or position gyros. This not
_ only illustrates the complexity of using many sensors but also the flexibility.
:_ Extending the concept to two bending modes, but neglecting certain
_i:! rigid body coupling, results in the following equations which are derived by
_ assuming only one sensor of each type in the control equation. The control
58
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!equation (elastic body feedback portion) is ',
5elasti c = a0 1Y1 + X + a1 X
+ _12Y2(X R + g2 _'1Y1 A + _12Y2 A " (79)
The coupled bending dynamics equations given in matrix form, using this "
control law are as follows:
e-
(80)
o • •
Q2(t){
The coefficientsshow thatwhat isdone with one sensor forone mode
can be offsetby the redundantsignalfrom the second mode. Ifthesystem
isextendedto includemany sensor gainsand force inputlocations,thetrade-
offs are apparent but too difficult to formulate. Although the concepts for
one mode hold for this more genera[ case of two modes, the design problem
_ is increased many fold because of cross-coupling through the control system.
• Obviously, the things that help suppress one mode could easily aggravate
another. With several modes and sensors, a procedure must be used that
provides insight into important characteristics and that gives first cuts at
_, the gain and sensor values and locations.
'_ These system approaches are discussed in section V.
, _~
I
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iV. SYSTEMANALYSISANDCONCLUSIONS
In the previous section, the basic load-reducing factors were deter-
mined based on the assumption that the vehiclets rigid body dynamics,
trajectory shaping, and the elastic body dynamics were uncoupled and that
the control systems were ideal. These assumptions do not -- to a varying
degree -- hold in the real world. In order to properly analyze the true
control system requirements, a complete analysis, including coupling of
the vehicle dynamics, structure, trajectory, and "nonideal" control system
effects must be conducted. The analysi_ must also consider a variety of
system constraints. The constraints form a development criteria that
typically will include: (1) performance margins, (2) attitude restrictions,
(3) terminal drift and drift limitations, (4) control system actuator charac-
teristics, (5) vehicle structural capability, (6) control system design goals,
and (7) dynamic pressure constraints.
Because the control system must function for a complex, highly-
coupled plant with a variety of system constraints, the system design can
be a difficult and time-consuming process with many iterations before the
final system is developed.
The Phase B Shuttle studies have highlighted this, showing the need
for optimizing the total system simultaneously and the lack of a real means
for achieving this goal. For example, one Space Shuttle configuration,
using conventional trajectory and control concepts, lost 8000 lb of payload
capability for a 95 percent headwind. Through a slight configuration change
and a combined trajectory-shaping, control-logic bl_nding, this loss was
reduced to 1500 lb, a value well within the performance reserves. Examples
can also be cited for qa histories and structural loads° In all cases, the
better solutions were obtained through a trial-and-_rror method. The need
is for a combined optimization method that includes all b_'stem aspects.
The real value in the application of optimum control theory is its
• ability to handle large systems with multiple inputs and outputs, and to
: consider trades on state variable constraints all at once. In addition, the
system being analyzed may be linear or nonlinear and constant coefficient '
or time-varying. However, for large systems, computation usually requires
i a linearization of the equations about a nominal response. If a quadratic -
performance index is used with this linearized system, the optimum set of
,!_ feedback gains may be obtained by solving a matrix Hicattl differential equa-
_ tion, the solution being accomplished using a digital computer. It is
_ -- ....."T....................... mnn unun [] ....
n I n _ n mnn
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iinteresting to note that without the digital computer the problems that are
solvable with optimization theory are limited to a few very simple examples.
Optimization theory and its application are not without their draw-
backs and these are areas of current research technology. First, the formu-
lation of an acceptable and meaningful performance index to be minimized is
still an area which requires further development. To obtain the closed-form
solution discussed above, the performance index to be minimized must be
quadratic and positive definite in the state variables and control variables.
Some constraints and performance measures do not fit naturally into this
quadratic framework, and means are required to be able to consider nonquad-
ratic performance criteria. One such concept uses a nonquadratic performance
measure but bounds it by one which is quadratic. In this particular instance,
the investigators were able to show that minimizing the quadratic would also
minimize the nonquadratic if certain mathematical relationships could be
established. Steps in this direction will definitely make the application of
optimization methods more attractive. •
Secondly, techniques are required to simplify optimal controllers to
a practical sensor complement. Opthnization by solution of the Rlcatti equa-
tion requires that all vehicle or system states be available for feedback. In !
large systems this is neither feasible nor possible. Finding ways to move from
complete state sensing to a reduced sensor complement for time-varying gains
is no easy task. This, of course, assumes that optimality is preserved during i
the process. No easy solution is available, and some research is being con-
ducted in this area. In most of the cases studied thus far, it does seem
advantageous to start with the optimal, full-state, feedback gains and proceed
from there to generate the new set of feedback gains for the reduced sensor
complement, i
Coupled with the problem of using a reduced sensor complement is
the question of just what variables are the most important and where should
they be s_,used on the system being controlled. This is commonly termed
the sensor choice and location problem. In principle, this problem is solved
by selecting a complement of instruments which exhibits the most desirable
• cost/performance trade-off, and by locatIng them optimally along the vehicle.
. However, as Just mentioned, we have no easy methods for evaluation of several
sensor complements so that we may evaluate by trial and error which would
be the best. A technology effort to determine what are the most important
states is certainly a sot_ght-after quantity. -
i
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We may summarize by saying that optimization theory is already a
valuable tool which can yield useful insight even with its present limitations.
If the solutions to these problems can be found, it will surely be the design
tool of the future.
The achievement of the best Shuttle design configuration and a con °
sistent load-relief control system is dependent upon five basic factors:
(1) Analytical or test-derived models of sybsystems which are combined
into the overall system model. This overall system model must include
accurate descriptions of the subsystems, liquid propellant, structural dynam-
ics, control system, aerodynamic forces, and flight mechanics trajectories.
(2) An accurate description of the environment compatible with the analysis
technique. This description is as important as the model because the envi-
ronment is the major excitation force of both static and dynamic lateral loads.
(3) Analysis procedures which are efficient lead to understanding, and
provide accurate results. (4) Performance criteria necessary for perfor-
mance goal settings both in the design and verification phase, to preclude
otherwise ultraconservative designs. (5) Active load reduction techniques
(mainly control system}, which are necessary as a final means of meeting
design goals and mission constraints.
The state-of-the-art dynamic-system modeling has reached a high
level of sophistication in the last few years. System equations for a 6-degree- __
of-freedom trajectory, using 3-degree-of-freedom elastic body descriptions,
have been formulated. Nonlinear, quasi-steady aerodynamic distributions i
were incorporated, along with nontdeal control systems (filters and lags}
Programmed control system gains, time-varying coefficients, and some
means of accounting for data tolerances are available.
Even with these advancements, adequate models are still the major
problem. A recent publication from NASA Electronics Research Center,
entitled "Trends in Control Research and Technology," surveys the most
pressing problems facing control engineers. Modeling was listed by a majority
f of the experts as being one of the major areas of research needing attention
today. John B. Lewis, Pennsylvania State University, declares, "There is
absolutely no substitute for a thorough knowledge of the system. It is a .
tedious and time-consuming process requiring much ingenuity to obtain useful .
system models on which the control design can be based. Good general test
ii procedures are needed so that even complex systems can be satisfactorily
described." !. Letkowltz, Case Western Reserve, says, '_Veneed much .
more effective means of modeling systems and aimtracting from the model
the attributes that are relevant to the decision-making and control problem."
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Much of the modeling technology needed for vehicle optimization to
disturbances is covered in other disciplines, such as structural dynamics.
These needs include more accurate elastic-body characteristics that hlclude
local effects at sensor locations and mass cross-coupling. Particular
emphasis is needed on joints and localized damping. Nonstationary aerody-
namics in a practical form for response is a dire need, as well as work in
accurately defining the data spreads associated with the characteristics of
these subsystems, so that they car, be statistically accounted for in the
optimization analysis. Finally, an efficient statistical procedure is needed
, for analyzing these data tolerances along with the final verification analysis.
Four distinct types of wind inputs are available for the appropriate
response analysis: (1) discrete, (2) power spectra, (3) nonstationary
(stochastic), and (4) individual wind soundings. The accuracy of the vehicle
response is obviously directly proportional to the accuracy and understanding
of these inputs.
Discrete winds are used mainly as synthetic profiles and i-cosine
gusts. The state-of-the-art profiles are based on many individual soundings
and are available for the Eastern Test Range (ETR), Space and Missile Test
Center (SAMTEC), White Sands, and Wallops. Wind shear is a conditional :,
shear based on a reference level wind speed. Technology needed for these
discrete profiles is a development of joint statistics of the shears and wL,_d
speeds.
Power spoctra exceedance models for longitudinal, lateral, and
vertical gust components are available on a worldwide basis. The power i
spectra vertical wavelengths of 100m and 2000m are available for the ETR.
Additional development is needed to determine the cross spectra from these
same data in order to determine more accurate response data.
A nonstationary wind representation is available based on the
', Rawinsonde profiles (1000m increments) for ETR, and contains interlevel
correlations. The major development in this area is the shaping fitters
and interlevel correlations for the high frequency wind characteristics
• (100 < ?, < 2000m).
Detailed wind profiles (Jlmsphere) based on 25m increments are
available for ETR, SAMTEC, White Sands, and Wallops, The present sam-
pies are uow adequate to duplicate the wind speed and wind shear statistics
of the Rawtnsonde ensemble. The turbulence portion is also adequate.
es 6
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Since adequate wind data are available, the major task is the
development of a total system model coupled with an efficient ade.,uate optimi-
zation tool. To accomplish this goal of optimization requires performance
criteria. The following is a list of the present state of the art and technology
needed.
A. PerformanceCriteria
t. State of the Art
a. Wind - Mean wind plus stochastic (1000m accuracy),
b. Ideal state and wind sensing,
c. Constraints on gimbal angle, glmbal rate, and vehicle drift,
d. Control _,ystem opt,m_ze_i to bending moment and terminal
conditions.
2. Tec,_mology N_eded
a. Nonideal state estimation,
b. 25M stocl_'tstlc wind model (in process),
c. Improve _ optin_al procedure for corv_ut_ - _:_iciency and
greater model detail,
d. Establish validity of present criteri_ ._:_, modify to correct
discrepancies,
•,, e. Develop criteria for bending moment plus other responses.
such as crew comfort (acceleration of crew stationJ 1.partially done),
_ f. Time-varying analogy of frozen point criteria. " i
!Load relief techniques based on optimization of the to_al system, _'_ in this paper, have depended on eimple nonadaptive programmed gain techniques -
_ and mont_dy mean wind biasing. With the Shuttle, these conc._pts need to be
extended to adaptive gain scheduling and different wind-biaaing schemes.
- 64 i
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B. LoadRelief_ndModalSuppression
I. State of the Art
a. Prograr.med g_,in_,
b. Sensor choice: accelerometers, rste gyros, and position
gyrOS,
c. Monthly mean wind _rajectory btasi_.g (all plan_s), "
d. Mixed state estimation (modes combined, etc. ).
2. Technolo_ Needed 4
a. Adaptive gain schemes,
b. Preflight wind biasing schemes,
c. Inflight wind sensing and wind biasing, !
d. Techniques for designing practical optimal _ubsystem
controller using optimal performance criteria as a goal,
e. Separate (modes) state estimation, _
f. Technique for minimum interference (coupling) through
control system, •
g. Sensor choice and location criteria,
, h. More efficient iteration procedures.
Based on the basic approaches presented in this paper, it is believed
that a consolida_d, uniform vehicle structural optimization and control system
• approach is necessary for the Space Shuttle vehicle, nd that the compartment-
" alized approaches of the past will not suffice.
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